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A B S T R A C T

Drawing from normative journalism theory, this textual analysis argues that
mainstream journalism weblogs are now occupying a role serving to reify traditional
norms even as the j-bloggers shift those standard values. When journalists blog, they
engage in postmodern reporting and writing even as they are attempting to reclaim
journalism authority online. The j-blog has already begun to evolve traditional notions
of the mainstream press. Readers and other non-journalists help craft the story. News
format changes. Ultimately, this evolution will affect what we know as the ‘truth’ about
our society and ourselves, what we mean by ‘community’, and how we understand
reality.
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A cross between a column, a news story and a journal, the journalist’s weblog
(or j-blog) has started to serve as daily news in the mainstream online press.
The creators of blogs contend the Web is a perfect place to display short-form
reporting, short-form analysis and short-form writing (Dube, 2004) – perfect to
spur national debate about anything and everything. At first, blogs were a way
for people ‘out there’ to take back their news, to comment on mainstream
journalism and to present their own analysis of news events – a sort of ‘black
market’ journalism, according to Wall (2004). However, mainstream publica-
tions have now started their own blogs in an attempt to recapture journalism
authority. Thus, blogs represent reconstituted journalism – both renegade and
legitimate reporting and writing – and have become part of the fabric sewn by
the press.

Mainstream journalism has developed traditional values that mold the
entire profession (Schudson, 1978; Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001). Journalists
must abide by a code to be objective, independent, accurate and truthful. They
have a responsibility to society to provide significant, relevant information
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that can be used to inform democracy (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001). Through
these standards, journalists end up setting the agenda for societal debate
(McCombs and Shaw, 1972; Dearing and Rogers, 1996). That societal debate
helps reinforce the dominant hegemony of capitalist America. Not only do
journalists frame societal hegemony in their writings, but there is also a
dominant framework of reportage shaping the news (Tuchman, 1978; Alt-
schull, 1984) that ultimately reinforces the politico-economic dominant social
order (Soloski, 1997[1989]). A change in those professional norms would
necessarily alter that existing order.

Enter the j-blog.
By 2004, j-blogs published by mainstream journalism publications used

the Web space to compete with the independent news blogs, who were
attempting to bypass traditional media news channels (Wall, 2004). Close
scrutiny of more than a hundred of these pieces published on mainstream
journalism news sites provided evidence that those traditional norms are
morphing like a Kafka character even from within the bastion news industry
itself. Dissecting each blog for its compliance to professional norms and values
provides an answer to whether these blogs could be called journalism, or if
they are assuming a new form to meet the needs and desires of a new,
postmodern society.

Theoretical framework

Traditional journalism form

News form is something that has intrigued scholars since journalism’s begin-
nings. Researchers through the 20th century (e.g. Lippmann, 1922; Dewey,
1954[1927]; Carey, 1975; Tuchman, 1978; Schudson, 1995) have long con-
nected the product (and the production process) of journalism with demo-
cracy and community. As early as the 18th century, American journalism
consisted of partisan politics and personal journalism. Then, The New York
Times created the standard: ‘All the News That’s Fit to Print’, which meant the
newspaper would print only that which was worthy of printing – not the
sensationalized, biased accounts that reigned during that time period of
the late 1800s and early 20th century. This developed the idea of ‘news-
worthiness’, constructed according to the social order of the journalists in
these mainstream publications (Zelizer, 1997[1993]). The notion of reporter
objectivity arose for a multitude of reasons, including the increase in sharing
reporters between newspapers (Schiller, 1981: 76). The idea that there was one
absolute truth and that it was the job of journalists to get at that truth
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emerged, and caught fire. Story selection and production become a struggle
over what messages enter the symbolic arena, Gans notes (1979). Citizens
could read whatever was in the newspaper, but they had no say in what got
published (Schiller, 1981). Not everything is news (Hughes, 1981[1940]; Fish-
man, 1997[1982]). Reporters select from anecdotes at meetings, and don’t
write about the things they classify as ‘nonevents’ (Fishman, 1997[1982]: 224).
Bird and Dardenne (1997[1988]: 339) write, ‘in practical terms, news values,
rules and formulas are essential for journalists to do their jobs’. News formulas
such as the inverted pyramid, where the reporter writes the most important
news at the top of the story and gradually parses out more specific informa-
tion, have remained the standard for more than a century (Schiller, 1981).

This has not been just an ideological and practical stance for journalists
historically, but also a commercial one. Journalism companies want to appeal
to as broad an audience as possible in order to sell subscriptions (McManus,
1994). Altschull (1984: 127) posits that journalists work ‘within a framework
of preserving and strengthening the belief system that includes devotion to
the principal of objectivity and to traditional press values’ in order to thrive in
the capitalist environment in which they operate.

As a result, format changes tend to be rare in such a domineering value
system (Bantz et al., 1980). Tuchman (1978) suggests that there is a very rigid
frame by which reporters construct the news. Stepping out of that frame
results in ‘news repair’, according to Bennett et al. (1985), who posit that
journalists must shape all stories into particular news frames or else demon-
strate that the stories are ‘unfortunate artifacts of a misapplied but normally
reliable methodology’ (p. 67). The news frame conveys the dominant hegem-
ony through the way reporters work their beats, quote officials, construct
formulaic leads and identify one truth according to that frame (Bennett et al.,
1985). When a story skips the dominant frame, the news repair – a critique of
the original journalism that relayed the story – allows the reporters to reel back
the wayward story to reaffirm their traditional standards of journalism to both
the industry and the society at large. This keeps journalistic authority intact.

Online journalism form and the blog

Communication and technology theorists contend that the Internet will
change journalism and the nature of news (Barnhurst and Nerone, 2001;
Singer, 2001). Maynard (2001) describes internet news as ‘less a series of
“discrete” meals . . . Rather, it’s a robust, all-day buffet, containing fast food,
junk food, fine dining and everything in between’ (p. 12). Tom Koch proposes
that the online abilities of journalists allow them to ‘redefine the form of news
in specific and of public information in general’ (1991: xxiii). Weblogs, in
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particular, could become an ultimate form of news. Wendland (2003: 94) notes
that blogging consists of ‘news that is happening now almost in real time – not
filtered, edited, or delay delivered, as with traditional media’. J-blogs are
popular because ‘they allow the reader to see the journalist as a human being,
connecting with them without the stiff, imperial voice that turns so many
young people off. And most blogs allow – indeed thrive on – reader inter-
action’ (Pohlig, 2003: 25).

Indeed, some scholars see the possibility of a new form of postmodern
journalism developing online (e.g. Landow, 1997; Murray, 1997; Wall, 2005).
For example, Murray (1997: 282) attributes ‘kaleidoscope powers’ to the
computer: ‘The ability to see multiple patterns in the same elements, might
also lead to compelling narratives that capture our new situation as citizens of
a global community.’ Audience agency (that is, the extent to which the reader
or viewer helps construct the story and its meaning) online is unlike any other
medium. ‘When things are going right on the computer, we can be both the
dancer and the caller of the dance. This is the feeling of agency’, writes Murray
(1997: 128). Hyperlinks allow readers to change endings (and even extend
them indefinitely), establish a nonlinear story format and bring in other
authors (Landow, 1997). Wall (2004) considers blogs in general to be post-
modern news in the tradition of New Journalism, in which a stable version of
truth (or at least traditional notions of journalistic form) no longer exists. But
modernists have been skeptical of New Journalism, which seems to extrapolate
from the given facts and expand upon them for the sake of a good story.
Postmodernists propose that such a critique no longer makes sense because of
new communication technologies. Foucault (1972), Jameson (1991), Currie
(1998) and others suggest that with the information age comes the dismissal of
a dominant identity and meaning; with globalization, the loss of any one
power (or king, as Foucault writes). Time is nonlinear; history connotes
different stories of multiple passages of time; narratives are reader interpreted.
For example, Jameson (1991) conceives of a new postmodernist space depicted
forever ‘in motion’ because of electronic capabilities. Television’s true post-
modern characteristics reveal themselves in the John F. Kennedy assassination,
Ronald Reagan’s shooting, the Challenger explosion, the 11 September World
Trade Center collapse and thousands of other dramatic moments replayed over
and over, backwards and forwards, bringing back ‘past’ almost before it has
even transcended ‘present’.

On the other hand, when newspaper journalists trained in the accepted
industry form and standards explore online attributes, how much does the
form of journalism itself really change? Cohen (2002) found that online news
reflected McManus’ (1994) market journalism in which news is commodity,
and readers consumers. Cohen acknowledged that even though weblogs could
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present an open journalism with the possibility for multi-vocality and author-
ity, they did not – at least as of 2000. Her analysis of CNN.com, for example,
shows J-bloggers linking only within the corporate structure of CNN and
its partners (Cohen, 2002). In her case study of industry criticisms of an
online San Jose Mercury News exposé, McCoy (2001) deconstructs how main-
stream journalists conduct swift ‘news repair’ on the internet journalism that
goes awry of traditional frames. But such news repair was accomplished from
within the safe zone of traditional news form: the inverted pyramid news
article.

Because the mainstream press has been mired in its traditional form and
values for so long, its experiments with j-blogs indicate a real shift in news
conceptions (as opposed to independent bloggers who do not claim to be
journalists). Singer (2005) argues that political J-bloggers are crafting little
more than ‘news digests’ as they ‘normalize’ the new format to fit old norms
and continue to perform their gatekeeping function. But her preliminary
content analysis doesn’t take a qualitative look at how they are doing this.

This article investigates journalism blog discourse through a textual analy-
sis. It explains whether blogs on mainstream journalism sites are a new form of
postmodern journalism, or simply traditional news with traditional journal-
istic values wrapped in a new package. The following questions guided the
analysis: Do blogs rate as journalism according to traditional standards? How
are ‘truth’, independence, credibility, and authorship established in the online
environment, specifically in J-blogs? And finally, how do journalists negotiate
and (re)interpret traditional news frames and journalistic authority in the
online medium?

To answer these questions, the analysis employed normative press notions
of journalism as laid out in Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001) to demonstrate
whether journalists were engaging in the ‘news repair’ of Bennett et al. (1985)
or were crafting something completely alternative to ‘normal’ journalism.
Normal for journalism corresponds to the elements of Kovach and Rosenstiel
(2001), which include an obligation to truth, an independent citizen watch-
dog, a verified debate forum, significant and comprehensive news, and an
ethical obligation. Are blogs journalism according to these tenets? The analysis
included 130 blogs – mostly newspaper publications – published in the
mainstream press. ‘Mainstream journalism’ refers to those publications that
are owned by recognized journalism giants such as The New York Times or
Knight-Ridder or that have employees trained as journalists under traditional
press norms such as The New Republic news magazine. Most of these were listed
as ‘professional journalists’ weblogs’ (not those published independently) on
CyberJournalist.net, a journalist blogging website, but more were added dur-
ing the course of the study. Each archived blog was retrieved multiple times
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between 1 February 2004 and 10 April 2004; those blogs specifically referenced
are in the bibliography. These blogs tend to be updated more than once in 24
hours. Like journalism stories, blogs assume various formats themselves. Some
are ‘spot blogs’, meaning they are created for one particular event or story, and
some are ongoing, regular features. A general categorization of this sample
shows seven different forms: a reporter’s notebook of news tidbits and in-
cidentals; a straight column of opinion for the Web; a question-and-answer
format by editors; a readership forum; a confessional diary written by the
reporter about his or her beat; a round-up of news summaries that promote
the print publication; and a rumor-mill blog that the reporter uses as an off-
the-record account.

Blog analysis

Obligation to truth

Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001) acknowledge that truth is a fluid, amorphous,
temporal thing whose meaning is theoretical and whose reality is subjective.
Yet, the press’s job is to attempt the relaying of truth. ‘Rather than rushing to
add context and interpretation, the press needs to concentrate on synthesis
and verification’ (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001: 47). Journalists are now
linking to various ‘truths’, and sometimes none of these characteristics –
context, interpretation, synthesis or verification – is present. Consider Ed
Kemmick’s ‘City Lights’ for the Billings Gazette in Montana, a blog about a
column he writes in the paper. Sometimes he does not even tell us the topic of
a story before he starts blogging about it (Kemmick, 2004). Instead, he links to
another news story, usually in the same newspaper. So, readers are either
expected to have already read the ‘real’ news, or must do additional work to
discover the truth, before they can understand Kemmick’s additional meaning.
In addition, his blog frequently refers to his print column, thereby re-
establishing the connection between what he is doing in the blog and his
‘traditional’ journalism. He talks about his ‘beat’ and often discusses journal-
istic issues and his life as a print reporter. But he’s also very much trying to add
to the ‘truth’ that his traditional column depicts, or the issues that it raises –
as when he writes additional details about his sources, links to other blog
conversations he has contributed to, or includes reader e-mails within the
blog entry (Kemmick, 2004).

In another example, The New Republic, a magazine of opinion, describes its
editors and reporters as the most influential journalists in the nation. The
magazine’s Ryan Lizza (2004) writes about the presidential campaign, includ-
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ing President Bush’s advertisements attacking his opponent, Senator John
Kerry. His first weblog of that event, posted 11 March 2004, announces the
start of the ad campaign, and copies the transcript of the ads, which contain
controversial portrayals of Arab Americans as terrorists. Later entries link to
other news organizations’ stories on reaction, as well as full-transcript state-
ments by those who opposed the ads, such as the American Arab Institute. He
links to other mainstream news organizations, such as The Chicago Tribune and
The Boston Globe. In addition, Lizza writes: ‘For the left side of the debate in the
blogosphere check out Daily Kos. For the right side check out Little Green
Footballs’ (Lizza, 2004). Both of these – Daily Kos and Little Green Footballs –
are independent blogs that use reader threads to comment on the day’s issues.
They are full of rumor, innuendo and fiction according to leftist and rightwing
perspectives. Marked as ‘update’, another Lizza blog entry on the same day
collects reader input: ‘A reader suggests a nickname for the new Bush spot: the
Muhammad Horton ad. Another reader suggests Walid Horton.’ These blogs
are a place to demonstrate community, and how that community perceives
reality. J-bloggers link to other news stories and independent blogs and include
reader comments to present as many ‘truths’ as possible, the accumulation of
which constructs the story. The way Lizza positions each nugget of truth serves
to express his point of view on the issue. In Lizza’s blog, context and inter-
pretation are well documented, but synthesis or verification is not present.

Nevertheless, Lizza works hard in his daily blog to fix the truth; in the
process this journalist engages in ‘news repair’ by re-establishing the distinc-
tion between independent blogs, such as The Drudge Report, and those blogs
sponsored by a mainstream journalism outfit.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE? Drudge and others are hyping the fact that Boston
Globe reporter Patrick Healy has sent out an e-mail correcting the transcript of
John Kerry’s recent comments at a Florida fund-raiser. Kudos to Healy for double-
checking and correcting his reporting, but the fact that Kerry said ‘more leaders’
instead of ‘foreign leaders’ doesn’t change the substance of what he said . . .
Instead of unconvincingly spinning Healy’s correction as proof that Kerry was
misunderstood – when he clearly was not – why not just let the story die a natural
death? (Lizza, posted 16 March 2004)

Here Lizza is stepping into a journalistic fray between Drudge and The Boston
Globe. Matt Drudge, considered the first internet journalist, has lambasted an
established media company, The Boston Globe. The New Republic – solidly part
of the mainstream press – came to the Globe’s defense by reifying traditional
norms of ‘double checking’ and reporting the ‘substance’ of what happened, in
other words, reporting the truth as it was understood by mainstream journal-
ists. Lizza criticizes Drudge and the other non-journalists for ‘spinning’, a
negative term associated with political truth massaging. Simultaneously, Lizza
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nevertheless uses the Drudge Report as the basis for his own report. Often these
blogs draw conclusions from information gleaned from non-traditional
sources such as readers or other blogs.

Likewise, even while Kemmick sometimes praises independent bloggers,
he does so only when they are presenting a less heated opinion. His longer
entries about the independent blogs more often than not are criticizing them,
such as in this one:

Randy over at A Secular Franciscan Life has a link to this story about a guy who
was fired because he refused to deliver copies of a newspaper that supposedly
mocked ‘The Passion of the Christ’ . . . I thought this blogger went on a bit long,
and I can’t agree with him . . . if the carrier didn’t get fired, it wouldn’t be a story,
and then where would the purveyors of moral outrage be? (Kemmick, posted 22
March 2004)

Kemmick is simultaneously attacking the blogger while defending the prac-
tices of the traditional newspaper. Neither j-blogger hesitates to update often
in response to what these other bloggers are writing; in doing so, each
sometimes changes the very premise of his own original posting. Therefore, a
postmodern truth – or at least a multi-truth – becomes apparent.

An independent citizen watchdog

Journalists – reporters in particular – must be objective and free from ties in
order to perform their ‘watch-dog’ function (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001).
Seattle Post Intelligence reporter M. L. Lyke wrote a blog about her time as an
embedded reporter aboard the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln in the
Persian Gulf during March 2003. She also contributed hard news stories to
the print publication while abroad. Her blog stories demonstrate a shifting
journalistic standard:

I’ve never covered the military, let alone a war. But we’ve slowly adapted –
and that means not only absorbing the culture, but being absorbed by it . . .
During a press conference, a reporter asked if ‘we’ were setting a record for
longest U.S. carrier deployment (not yet, but the Lincoln’s headed for the Top
Ten). She corrected herself: ‘Oops, I meant “you” not “we”’ (Lyke, posted 27
March 2003)

Independence, a primary creed of journalists, disappears as Lyke becomes
‘absorbed’ by the military culture around her. She is given a nickname by the
troops; she participates in raids of the ship store with troops; she shares her
homesickness with those she writes about. Her blog often uses the first
person plural, ‘we’, to include herself with her sources and her subject matter.
Other entries in this blog indicate that the shift had not gone unnoticed by
the reporter:
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Visited the ship’s captain on the bridge and he noted that the media’s stories
have softened after our few weeks onboard. We’re getting to know the crew, he
said. True. We’ve met amazing, dedicated people aboard. But that word ‘soft’ –
it worries me. There’s such a dearth of hard news on the Lincoln. (Lyke, posted
25 March 2003)

Lyke and this captain are discussing the ‘traditional’ stories published in the
print medium, but she addresses the issue in the blog. Here, she too is
engaging in ‘news repair’ of the dominant journalistic frame. She turns the
captain’s remark about the reporters losing their objectivity because of their
relationships with the crew into an excuse about the ‘dearth’ of hard news.
Not only is she discounting the idea that she is getting too attached, but she is
also insisting that she is reporting only the truth aboard the ship (whatever is
or is not happening). Her blog entries mix the news with her personal take,
and the result is surreal:

Media made a junk-food raid on the ship’s store, to score Snickers and Twix, nuts,
Pringles, Cheetos. I was midway through my Twix when I saw a TV report on
interception of an Iraqi remote-control crop-duster, the perfect bearer of
chemical/biological bad news. That would suck. Or is it blow? I’ve got the gas
mask – called ‘The Wilson’ – at my side, ear plugs in my pockets, notebooks at the
ready. Stay tuned (Lyke, posted 20 March 2003)

In this entry, Lyke siphons news from another media source – a TV report – and
transforms herself into source by describing her own actions in relation to
the event. Journalist as self is no longer separated from the news, and thus, she
is no longer ‘independent’ in the traditional sense. Her loyalty is to her gas
mask and the troops that would protect her. As a result, any ‘community’ she
is constructing here is the ship. Journalism is evolving for a new kind of
audience thirsting for personal connections, but in the process, its practi-
tioners continue to cling to traditional rationalizations of what they have been
trained to do.

This does not mean the watchdog function of journalism is missing, but
the watchdog has adopted new tricks to accomplish its job. Although many
j-blogs seem banal, reflecting personal journalism, others use the blog as a
chance to write accounts that may or may not be verified, and to comment on
the event. In a different Seattle Post-Intelligence blog, the business staff writes
‘The Insider’. Published on the business web page, ‘The Insider’ ‘is the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer business staff’s compendium of quips, quotes, observations,
asides, tidbits, weird facts and gossip’, according to the blog’s introduction in
the P.I.’s website. The following post involves Washington Mutual, the nation’s
largest mortgage bank:

Wamu’s billboard and print ads featured outraged or bemused people in the act of
realizing that they had been duped – that in fact they had only ‘fake’ free
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checking, not the really, really free checking offered by WaMu. But The Insider
thought Wamu itself was faking it. (The Insider, posted 15 March 2004)

The blog gives an opportunity for the bank to defend itself, but also gives
readers an opportunity to comment on the story. One comment following this
piece is:

More PR spin and corporate deception from WaMu. Too bad that they can’t wake
up and realize that for ‘most customers’ truth is not relative or partial – it’s either
free or not – despite what WaMu wishes to believe. The Magic Kingdom appears
to be alive and well at 1201 Fourth Ave and your local branch. (The Insider,
posted 15 March 2004)

Interestingly, this comment also touches on the very definition of truth the
original blog is attempting to ferret out. The blogger did not seek reaction from
WaMu to the reader’s comment. ‘The Insider’ acts as a personified sleuth,
righting corporate wrongs. The additional reader comments act essentially as
‘sidekicks’ providing the underlying intention of the original blog. Here the
blogger gives the illusion that he is building community in his writing, for
ostensibly it reaffirms the blog’s loyalty to the citizens by including them in
the story construction process. However, the blogger must alter the reporting
process to make this happen. Normally, a journalist would need a ‘source’ to
claim that WaMu could be faking it, and any comment about WaMu as
‘fantasy’ (without balance) would be inappropriate. Other banks, perhaps, or
analysts would be consulted. Thus, the notion of who is a source – and what
they can say – has also evolved online.

A verified debate forum

Any source, rumor, or off-hand remark is fair game in a blog in the name of
public debate. Even The New York Times, which posted its first blog during the
2004 presidential campaign, succumbs to the changing norms online. Its
‘Times on the Trail’ (2004) blog, which is edited before publication, collects
campaign reporters’ ‘news’ tidbits about the race in this blog. A 26 March 2004
entry about President Bush’s joke of the weapons of mass destruction links to
video of Bush making the joke as well as to other non-journalism media, such
as ‘Saturday Night Live’, which ran a skit about the incident (Times on the
Trail, 2004). Along the right-hand rail of this blog is a list of other blogs – not
only those of mainstream companies, such as MSNBC and ABC, but also
online publications such as Slate and independent, critical blogs run by
random ‘regular’ people or online companies such as ‘Wonkette’. The
NYTimes.com editor discussed linking to its competitors in an interview with
CyberJournalist:
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We knew that there is plenty of other very good reporting out there. And we
knew that to have credibility with the reader we couldn’t just say, well, here’s
what The Times is reporting and ignore everybody else (Dube, 2004).

The editor recognizes the competitive nature of the mainstream j-blog even as
he explains the necessity for non-traditional sourcing. Yet, this represents a
significant departure; traditionally, newspapers have been loathe to send
their audience off the news site into the dark, unknown, unverifiable realm of
the web.

Readers are key sources in the blog world, and as result, audience agency
is changing. Bloggers routinely use readers as both sources and as co-authors.
In just one example Leslie Kelly, food critic for the Spokesman Review, writes:
‘Just had a call from a reader raving about a spot in the teeny town of Tekoa . . .
She said the peach pie at The Feeding Station was filled with fruit that tasted
as if it had just been picked and a crust that was as flaky as my Aunt Eileen
(Kelly, posted 12 August 2003).’ Each reader contributes to the creating of the
story. Some news sites dedicate entire blogs to reader input. Citizens thus have
the opportunity to react not only to what has been written in the blog, but to
‘repair’ what the print publication published. Instead of the 200-word printed,
edited letter, the blog allows readers as much space as needed, such as in The
Christian Science Monitor’s ‘Reader’s E-mail’ blog. For example, the site posted a
670-word letter blasting the coverage of children who belong to multiple
nations, called Third Culture Kids (TCK).

I was disappointed when I read the article, which had a negative tone and left
out all of the wonderful things about living overseas. (Reader’s email, posted
28 January 2004)

This is a common complaint by readers of any publication, but in this blog,
the writer proceeds to ‘fix’ the impression with a lengthy rebuttal. The story,
which ran in the print version as well as on the web, had been an attempt to
share a third culture world with American readers. But the journalist’s version
contained an American gaze. Her subject, the character she created in her story
from interviews, then becomes a ‘real’ person in this reader’s blog. He has a
chance to construct another meaning, from an alternative gaze. He is taking
command of the story’s frame, journalistically and ideologically. His letter
only ran on the web, however.

Significant, comprehensive news

Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001) consider news to be significant, relevant, and
interesting as well as both comprehensive and proportional. To these re-
searchers, this means reporting and writing about affairs that ‘provide people
with information they need to understand the world’ (Kovach and Rosenstiel,
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2001: 149). They lament the trend to ‘infotainment’ and gossip writing and
encourage narrative writing about public affairs. However, journalists use the
blog format to publish those pieces of information that do not fit into
traditional story formats – or even traditional concepts of news. For example,
BBC reporter Paulo Cabral, who traveled along Brazil’s Sao Francisco River,
writes of his hammock and sore feet. What could have been an interested
travelogue dissipates into a personal diary in which a reporter writes because
he can (Cabral, 2003). In fact, rarely do blogs contain news in the sense of
Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001).

Several newspapers occasionally publish minute-by-minute blogs that
recount a specific event as it unfolds. The entries by themselves are mundane,
but when taken as an entire entity, a new form of newswriting seems to be
occurring. In January 2003, Florida Today’s space reporter, whose identity we
do not learn, was running a blog that ticked, hour by hour, the 16-day mission
of NASA’s Spaceship Columbia mission. As that mission comes to a close, the
blog is updated every hour or so with news of the weather (‘The northerly
breezes pose no threat of crosswinds’ 10:28 a.m. 31 January 2003) or the tech-
nical details (‘Columbia’s astronauts have reconfigured the shuttle’s cooling
system and are closing the orbiter’s payload bay doors’ 5:38 a.m. 1 February
2003) (Columbia Landing Journal, 2003). The newspaper was targeting this
blog to a very specialized audience. Once the shuttle blew up, this blog became
‘news’ in the traditional sense of action, but written in a postmodern way: no
inverted lede, no kicker quotes, no nutgraph:

• At 9:06 a.m. on 1 February 2003, the reporter writes: ‘Ten minutes from
wheels down.’

• At 9:20 a.m.: ‘NASA has lost communication with the orbiter and has no
tracking data.’

• At 9:28 a.m.: ‘Mission control is silent. There was never a sign of the orbiter here.
There was brief discussion of an instrumentation problem aboard the orbiter
just before communications was lost but no explanation. Then, Merritt Island
tracking station did not pick up the orbiter’s signal. It was believed last contacted
over Texas.’

• At 9:32 a.m.: ‘A search and rescue team is being dispatched to Texas . . .’
(Columbia Landing Journal, 2003)

The blog continued as the realization of the shuttle’s disaster erupts, and chaos
ensues. The last entry is several weeks after the crash, and continues in reverse
chronological form, playing with our sense of time. Most of the entries are a
sentence or two at most. The reader experiences the news in real time. In such
a format, the reporter no longer controls the build-up of the story, cannot
fashion a lede, and does not choose from among the recognized story formats
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of news. The climax is hidden among the clouding of weather patterns. On
one level, the communicative model of news has suddenly become post-
modern because meaning is obscured and acontextual, and narrative of the
event is essentially absent. On another level, perhaps this new form could also
be considered intertextual as the blogger here is presuming readers’ additional
knowledge of the event from other sources such as television and radio. Either
way, the format explodes the inverted pyramid of a comprehensive retelling of
an event according to a traditional sense of importance that has hitherto been
determined by journalists.

An ethical obligation

Ethics is a frequent topic for j-bloggers, who are cognizant that what they are
doing pushes the standards of journalism. Blogging by its very nature con-
stitutes opinion, and journalists recognize that a new personal journalism
seems to be popular. Daniel Weintraub of the Sacramento Bee takes the issue
head on in his description of his blog:

It’s Kaus’ belief that on the Web, this clash of what he terms ‘insta-takes’ from so
many sources gets to the truth much more quickly than the more traditional
method of pondering the world in relative isolation . . . I am hoping that the
combination produces the best of both worlds and not the worst. (Weintraub,
2003)

This description of the blog, ‘California Insider’, openly addresses the issue of
what is truth and how it can be achieved, i.e. through ‘mulling over’ and
synthesizing from a few official sources or through ‘insta-takes’ of many
sources.

Many of the j-blogs consider the issue of what is journalism, in part
because so many of the independent news sites were created specifically to
counter traditional journalism. In this Chicago Tribune blog, ‘Eric Zorn’s
Notebook’, Zorn recounts a dialogue about whether journalists should make a
statement about their biases as part of their bio and byline (Zorn, posted 26
March 2004). He then asks citizens to respond to this question: ‘Would you
like to be able to see statements from journalists (or perhaps only columnists)
disclosing their views on the issues they write about as well as professional and
personal relationships that might impact their coverage?’ (Zorn, 2004) Thus,
Zorn is not only re-establishing the accepted norm of objectivity, but also
making readers complicit with the shifting of that norm. He employs the
reflexive interactive attributes of the blog to address a modern question about
values and standards of his industry. This has the result of not only reaffirming
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these traditions, but also inviting readers into the formerly closed inter-
pretative journalistic community that Zelizer (1997[1993]) writes about.

A postmodern form of writing?

Beyond the traditional standards, j-bloggers seem to be fitting their writing
style for an online audience, turning journalism form into a postmodern
representation like independent bloggers, as Wall (2004) found. Even these
mainstream journalism blogs tend to be nonlinear and interactive, with
multiple entry points and several endings. Reporters use traditional no-nos:
Superlatives, first person, contractions, questions with no answers, answers
with no questions. Stories and columns that appear in the print publication
are rewritten for the Web version, incorporating long reader comments and a
more conversational approach. Hypertext, which annihilates the need for an
inverted pyramid approach of the traditional news story, expands traditional
print versions of storytelling within the new medium. The blog is often merely
a porthole to the rest of the story. A story can be never ending online, thanks
to hypertext links that instantaneously bring the reader from one author to
another, from one angle of a subject to another.

The blog in which everyone participates popularized the format online
years ago. The Philadelphia Daily News used its news city desk editor, Yvonne
Dennis, to lead a reader forum on the Eagles’ march to the Super Bowl during
winter 2004. During Eagles’ games, readers and Dennis alternately chat about
the plays (Dennis, 2004). The language is informal, and the writing non-
grammatical at times. The Spokesman-Review has several blogs with what could
be considered postmodern writing. Reporters become part of whatever story
they are writing about, and use slang and colloquial language in a free form of
writing. These blogs include ‘The Blog’ (Sands, 2004), ‘Blogging the Valley’
(Sands, 2002), and ‘Apple Cup Countdown’ (Hansen et al., 2002).

The Austin American-Statesman’s ‘Blogging it with Xlent’ posts its journal-
ists’ thoughts, ranging from a fight with a girlfriend over their television
consumption (Xlent, posted 24 March 2004) to a pretend fight with an office
mate (Xlent, posted 15 March 2004). The contributors are both writers and
editors, mostly for the entertainment section. Here reporter Chris Garcia tells
us about his random trip to Rock N’ Roll Hall of Fame:

. . . Whatever. So I flew to Columbus, Ohio, two weekends ago to visit the girl,
Ms. Laura, who was formerly my girlfriend but became just a friend when she
moved back home, yet has reclaimed the title of girlfriend, even though my
contract says I will never, ever do a long-distance relationship and my lawyer,
doctor and editor have advised against such lunacy. I ignored all of this, because
snuggles are fun. (Xlent, posted 15 March 2004)
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He does not mention the reason for the trip – the Hall of Fame – until the
fourth paragraph down. Once he does address the Hall of Fame itself, his
comments refer to his juvenile antics that angered the Hall of Fame staff,
rather than any discussion of the museum itself or the purpose of the column.
The entries do not match any traditional story format, and often include
multiple tangents that defy categorization. Words such as ‘whatever’ contain
no literal meaning, and their use imparts an acknowledgement that the reader
– just like the writer – will interpret the event in contrary ways. There is no
point, or at least, the point is amorphous, changing with every line. In this
way, mainstream publications are embracing postmodern writing.

Conclusion: blogging new forms

Slowly, the online medium is forcing journalism to define a new identity.
J-blogs are indeed the corporate answer to the internet, and to independent
bloggers. They are a way for journalists to reclaim journalism – and its
standards – online, even through a postmodern entity originally created to
defy those traditional norms. Mainstream journalists counter the threat of
independent news blogs by taking them to task within their own blogs,
thereby framing according to the dominant journalistic system. When their
own writing becomes suspect as deviating from the norms, they justify by
manipulating the truth and presenting many truths. News truth is no longer
framed by the typical notions of journalism set out by Kovach and Rosenstiel
(2001) and others.

This analysis demonstrates that blogs are indeed supplying various inter-
pretations of the day’s news, ‘unfiltered’ and ‘unedited’ (Wendland, 2003).
Readers are suggesting alternatives to the stories, and sometimes make up the
story – and the news – itself. J-blogs have challenged accepted standards of
journalism by blurring the lines of independence, verification, the definition
of news, and truth. Compared to the real world of objective reporting where
every single detail must be verified and the reporter invisible, the j-blog allows
the reporter to let loose in some creative writing – all verified because the
reporter is both source and the subject. Sources tend to be non-existent, or at
least anonymous, and are treated more casually in j-blogs. Having a point in
the j-blog seems optional.

At the same time, journalists are careful to play the postmodern game only
so far. After all, they are cognizant of their journalistic authority even in the
online world. In the course of their blogging, they do attempt to discuss
the standards that allow them to keep their jobs and sell the corporate brand
of news – even if they are not explicitly following those traditional norms.
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J-bloggers engage in ‘news repair’ by criticizing non-journalist blogs such as
Matt Drudge even as they link to the very sites they set up as not meeting
journalistic standards. They allow readers to shape the format of the blog, but
are careful to provide contrary comment by linking to alternative opinions or
providing their own ‘reader’ statement. (This finding supports Singer’s quan-
titative findings, 2005.)

Blogs are a new form of journalism destined to evolve as time and
broadband capabilities advance. They are now achieving what Gans called for
in an ‘indirect sharing of responsibilities’ with journalists (Gans, 1979: 324).
Blogs represent the multi-perspectival news that will end up setting more and
different agendas as desired by Gans, ‘thus encouraging people to develop
opinions and to act as if the agenda item were relevant to their interests’
(1979: 332). Even as we stretch the notions of journalism – or transform them
completely – it would be wise for j-bloggers to remember Gans’ cautions: ‘As
sources, perspectives and therefore values multiply and diversify’, journalism
standards might become even more important. ‘It may be epistemologically
impossible but it can exist as journalistic intention’ (Gans, 1979: 315). But
how do we reconcile Gans’ plea with Cook’s warning: ‘If journalists tell their
stories on behalf of a normative order, they may be doing so to an ever smaller
and less attentive audience’ (1996: 479).

Perhaps it is time to re-examine Kovach and Rosenstiel’s (2001) nine
elements of traditional journalism in light of the online environment. Lasica
(1998) suggests j-bloggers abide by a new element of transparency as they
practice journalism: ‘In this age of info-glut, consumers need to know the
origins of a news report so they can make their own judgment about its
reliability. Where a story comes from may be as important as its content.’ In a
2003 article, Lasica ends with this comment: ‘When journalism becomes a
process, not a static product, audiences discard their traditional role as passive
consumers of news and become empowered partners with a shared stake in the
end result. Weblogs offer one way to promote that kind of interactivity’ (2003:
72). The very notion of blogging challenges traditional journalism framing
practices, and the result could be different frames, or no frames at all, despite
journalists’ best intentions. By letting the readers and sources decide on and
craft the frame of the blog, their own constructed version of truth will merge
with the reporters’ varied definitions of meaning. Even as readers have come
to understand that opinionated ‘columns’ are different than objective ‘news
stories’, so too will Web form begin to become categorized accordingly.

Right now, the blogs are too varied and too changing to have definitive
implications for the news media as a whole, and, as a result, for what they will
mean for community and democracy, or even journalistic authority. But when
we start changing the way in which we learn about the existing order of
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community and democracy, the dominant hegemony – indeed America’s very
identity – must necessarily evolve as well. This textual analysis does indicate
that the world of postmodern journalism is tapping at the door of the
mainstream press, embodied in a blog. However, in the end, these j-blogs by
mainstream publications remain very much framed in tradition.
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